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Many bird angels have been taking
care of me. This one is Marty.

Looking forward, looking back

The start of a new year is also a time to reflect on the past, and this year I've had help from Kirkwood
Community College student Aimee who interviewed me as part of the Life Stories Project. This was a
creative writing or oral history project pairing older adults with Kirkwood students. We had a series of
meetings at the coffee shop and she would record my voice and ask me questions, taking notes. I began to
remember the places, people, even the smell of places and really stimulated my memory with photos. It took
me right back. I was surprised because I thought I could not remember anymore.

Aimee's project resulted in a booklet about my life, illustrated with photos, which I was able to share with my
children and ask for their memories to contribute. Now I am writing more in the white pages as I remember
more. The life stories really got me thinking about “what next.” I am cataloging my slides of former artwork
– paper, coats, watercolor, etc. – sorta looking back at my magical life with the daily opportunity to create.

This is a perfect time to catalog my work as I am resting up and healing from surgery to remove a growth
from my leg that had been interfering with my walking and tap dancing. The doctors were great, surgery
went well, and so far indications are that everything is just fine. I'm moving around slowly and I'm glad my
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Going for a walk with St. Francis and
the Holy Family (nativity scene)
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2016: My tap shoes await!

Recycled Christmas bags became sturdy
envelopes for the Life Stories book
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My new wardrobe: I need to wear skirts while I
recuperate. Warm socks and leg warmers are

necessary!

While we were talking, my interviewer Aimee
discovered we had similar experiences. She wants to
be a writer and I am an artist, so we began to
connect the dots about the creative process. She told
me how she has been working on a children's novel
about a mother and child witch getting along in the
world today.

Aimee sent me photos of clothes the witches would
wear and a little about the story. Then in my mind I
could see images of the little girl and her cat writing
at an easel while her cat interfered by climbing the
easel and tipping it over, something my cat Wanda
would do, wanting attention.

(continued)

apartment is small, it's easier to navigate! If I take
it slow I may be dancing again in a few weeks.

The following pages have more photos from 2015,
including a workshop taught by Charles Reid, an
artist whose relaxed style has been an inspiration
to me. I'm looking forward to letting go and
painting what I feel in the New Year!



Charles Reid and me

In October my friend Mary and I traveled to Santa Fe to
study with artist Charles Reid for five days. I had studied
with Charles five years ago in Connecticut, worked hard
and was encouraged to keep painting in that relaxed style.
He gave me the confidence and freedom to be myself,
emphasizing “What do you see?”

The Santa Fe workshop was a lot of hard work again, but
I seemed to catch on more quickly this time. Charles liked
my paintings’ shapes and colors, and told me I was too
good a painter not to have a sable brush. “I can't paint with
these brushes!” he’d say about the ones I took with me. My
neighbor at the workshop quietly gave me her sable and
my heart was pounding to use it. It is like painting with
butter, very sensuous and expressive. Two more people
slipped me sable brushes the next day, very kind. It is what
artists do for each other. I guess they saw me really trying!

Mary and I stayed with my cousin Phyllis who lives in a
100yearold adobe house in the Old Town section of
Santa Fe where we could walk to the Plaza and Cathedral.
In the morning and late afternoon we would walk and talk
in the historic district and take pictures of things to paint.

I did huff and puff a bit with the altitude (7,000 feet above sea level), especially going up hills, but just took it
slow and Mary would wait for me, looking at the landscape. When I was catching my breath I would compose
and look for the story while taking photos. All my walking around Iowa City before the workshop helped a
lot.

I noted the rounded adobe shapes much like I saw in the Georgia O’Keeffe paintings with her softened edges. I
am still “into” shadows, and the light was amazing in Santa Fe. Now I know why Georgia was so intrigued!

Charles Reid
(see his work online at

charlesreidart.com)
Photo courtesy of JimNelson

My easel and sketch ready to paint on site, showing
Santa Fe’s contrast of light and shadow

Left to right:
Judy (Charles’s wife), Charles, me, and Mary
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Standing with Saint Kateri
Tekakwitha in front of the Cathedral

Basilica of St. Francis of Assisi, on the
Plaza. Mass was wonderful, partly in
Spanish. The beautiful bronze statue

was sculpted by artist Estella Loretto.

I really like the shadow silhouettes of us pausing to
catch my breath. When you are walking down the hill

your shadow is longer and more dramatic. I am the
rotund looking shadow on the left.

First attempt, I painted the cowboy pretty good but
not so much the horse, which is too long.

At the workshop

On the first day of the workshop Charles gave us a blackandwhite photo of a cowboy on a horse and we had
to find the values and colors. He did demonstrate so we would understand his process and see that you have to
leave things out.
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At night Mary and I would paint the lesson again.
On second attempt I was still scared to paint the

horse, so the cowboy floats!

Around Santa Fe
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Painting from life

Charles Reid is known for his loose, open
style with watercolor and I worked to learn
his methods. We would first draw the figure
in contour to get the shape of the face, the
“look.” Then we would start painting.
Charles had us start with the eyes and nose.
When you start with the eyes, the subject is
“there” on the paper and you feel connected.

Above, a second model added from
the same day. Our models for the
workshop were like professional
models, they could hold so still.

While the paint is damp you can
keep adding color and soften the
skin tones.

I painted these portraits from live
models during the workshop.
Above, this organic farmer was a
very good model but had a beard
that I could not paint. (I also don't
do teeth! I think that capturing
someone in a more pensive
expression is more lasting anyway.)

A sable brush just drinks up the color – “Dig
into that color,” Charles would say, and you
can do that with a sable. They have a softness
like butter yet they spring back and keep their
shape.

Sable brushes are expensive but you don't
need a lot of them, rounds with nice points.
Kolinsky is the recommended type.



Rummage ReDux
The young members of Achieving Maximum Potential
(AMP) worked with me as facilitator to transform cast
off items into a work of art for Rummage ReDux, a new
event for 2015 where artists used treasures selected from
Iowa City's Rummage in the Ramp recycling event. For
the artwork AMP members used their imaginations,
recycled acrylic, and reused toys to create a dream city.
“AMP Village” has been featured along with other
Rummage ReDux projects during Iowa City's fall Gallery
Walk, and at a special display for America Recycles Day.

Raw materials, and tools for working with plastic

AMP Village takes shape

New Beginnings in AMP Village

Mobile environments for housing,
transportation, and health
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